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Key features
Each three-car VLocity set will include:

 − comfortable seats for the long-haul journey
 − built in USB chargers and mobile  

boosting technology 
 − fold-down tray tables with cup holders
 − six luggage racks 
 − three bike racks capable of holding  

up to nine bikes 
 − a modern catering facility
 − four shared tables for groups
 − accessibility improvements including six  

wheelchair spaces with nearby companion  
seats and an accessible toilet

Three-carriage VLocity trains can run coupled  
together for a total of six carriages.
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North East Victoria passengers 
and visitors will soon enjoy more 
comfortable, modern VLocity trains. 
The Victorian government funded six VLocity trains  
for North East line through the 2019-20 budget.
They will be the first VLocity trains to run on standard 
gauge tracks on Victoria’s regional network.
Passengers helped design the new trains which are being 
made in Dandenong, supporting hundreds of local jobs. 
The first train will start taking passengers later in 
the year following the completion of the testing and 
acceptance process.

Designed by passengers
In late 2019, the Department of Transport, V/Line and 
train manufacturer Alstom worked with passenger, 
tourism and accessibility representatives from North 
East Victoria to design the first new VLocity trains for 
the North East line.

Participants provided the train design team with 
important feedback on their needs for long-haul 
journeys, including accessibility features and how  
best to allocate space for seats, bikes and luggage.  
This feedback was included in the final train design.

Testing underway
The first three-car standard gauge VLocity train  
will be tested extensively to show the new design  
is safe and reliable for passengers. 
In September 2021, the first VLocity train started 
network testing on the North East line following 
months of tests at the factory and depot. It will 
complete a series of routine and ‘one off’ type  
tests on the North East line to show the train  
operates safely on the standard gauge network.
The rest of the trains will be subject to a set of routine 
tests – a reduced program that ensures each train is 
safe and reliable. 
The new VLocity trains will gradually replace the 
ageing classic fleet on the North East line, providing 
passengers with a more modern, comfortable journey 
between Melbourne and Albury.

For more information
For more information on the project visit  
transport.vic.gov.au/trains-and-trams
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